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After this workshop, you 
should be able to:

1) Critique and form economic 
arguments for and against particular 
payment policies (the ‘why’)

2) Describe key design elements of 
alternative payment models including 
shared savings and bundled payments 
(the ‘what’)

3) Discuss the ACP and the five building 
blocks for an APM (the ‘how’)

Learning 
Objectives
Workshop 



Financing vs. 
Paying

• Financing (in Dutch: 
financiering):

– How is the cake built up?

• Payment (in Dutch: 
Bekostiging:

– How do we divide the 
cake?

– Now: mostly volume-
based, i.e. you get more 
of the cake when you 
produce more.

Volume
“I delivered the
most services”

“My patients had 
less utilization as 

they had less
complications”

“Here is your
salary”

“My patients make less
expenditures as compared to

my neigbour’”



Government

Insurers

PatientProviders

Health Purchasing 
market

Health Delivery market

Health Insurance 
market

Managed competition model 
(Health Insurers Act)



Managed competition model 
(Health Insurance Act)

Government

Insurers

PatientProviders

Health 
Purchasing 
market

Health Delivery market

Health 
Insurance 
market

• Employers, citizens / patients 

pay taxes, premiums, co-

payments

• Governmental bodies partly 

fund purchasers and 

compensate risks via the risk 

equalization scheme, and partly 

fund providers directly

• Purchasers contract with 

providers and pay claims
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Health promotion: even more complex as parts are in different laws



Value-based health care

Source: 

Berwick, D. M., Nolan, T. W., & Whittington, J. (2008). The 

triple aim: care, health, and cost. Health affairs, 27(3), 759-769.

Source:

Porter, M. E. (2010). What is value in health 

care. N Engl J Med, 363(26), 2477-2481.
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System goals

Roles

Incentives

Why payment reforms? Payment models and incentives are 
part of the contract between payer 
and provider

Providers are in the best position to 
identify ways to:
• reduce overuse and waste
• coordinate care across settings
• steer patients to the most 

appropriate, high-quality 
providers

• provide needed care by reducing 
underuse

Providers react on financial incentives, 
mostly in the theoretically expected way



Allocation 
of 

risk

11Frakt et al., (2012) Beyond capitation: How new payment experiments seek to find the ‘sweet spot’ in amount of risk providers and payers bear



12Source: Miller, H.D., From volume to value: Better ways to pay for health care. Health Affairs, 2009.

Allocation of risk



Information asymmetry 
may be problematic in case 
of conflicting interests 

The agent may then exploit 
his information surplus, 
giving rise to agency 
problems 

Examples?

Agency theory
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How can we design 
payment models in such a 
way that provider 
incentives are better 
aligned with the 
overarching system goals?

The 
challenge



• All systems may have unintended 
consequences

• We rely greatly on the intrinsic motivation and 
professionalism of providers. It is very 
important that payment systems do not 
undermine that professionalism.

• Payment reforms are not about paying 
providers less (or more) but about paying 
providers differently

Before we continue: 
No payment model is perfect!
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‘HCP-LAN’ APM framework

Source: https://hcp-lan.org/



Traditional FFS

Payer

General 
Contractor

Shared Savings (category 3)

Provideri Provideri Provideri Provideri
Provideri Provideri Provideri ProvideriProvideri Provideri Provideri Provideri

Payer



Source: Blue Cross Blue Shields



Alternative Quality Contract (US)

• AQC the most comprehensive 
evaluated shared savings 
model

• Evaluation after 8 years FU:
– slower growth in medical 

spending on claims
– resulting in savings that over 

time began to exceed 
incentive payments

– Unadjusted measures of 
quality higher than or similar 
to average regional and 
national quality measures

Source: Song et al. N Engl J Med 2019; 381:252-263. DOI: 10.1056/NEJMsa1813621



Similar results in the Netherlands

Source: Hayen, A., van den Berg, M. J., Struijs, J. N., & Westert, G. P. (2021). Dutch shared savings program 

targeted at primary care: reduced expenditures in its first year. Health Policy.



Traditional FFS

Payer

General 
Contractor

Provideri Provideri

Bundled Payment (category 4)

Provideri Provideri

Payer

Provideri Provideri Provideri Provideri



Bundled payment for 
diabetes care
(2007; n=110)

Insurer

Care group

Provideri Provideri Provideri Provideri

Source: 

Struijs, J. N., & Baan, C. A. (2011). Integrating care through bundled payments—lessons from the 
Netherlands. N Engl J Med, 364(11), 990-991.



Bundled payment for 
diabetes care
(2007; n=110)

Insurer

Care group

Provideri Provideri Provideri Provideri

Source: 

Struijs, J. N. (2015). How bundled health care payments are working in the Netherlands.

Harvard Business Review.



Source:
https://www.commonwealthfund.org/sites/default/files/2020-04/Struijs_bundled_payment_models_around_world_ib.pdf

Empirical evidence

• QoC: 18 of 32 studies reported 
improvements for most evaluated 
measures, while other studies showed 
no difference in measured quality

• Spending: 
– 20 of 32 studies reported modest 

savings or a modest reduction in 
spending growth, 

– two studies (both based on the same 
initiative) demonstrated increased 
spending in the early years of the 
bundled-payment model’s 
implementation

• Key message: BP models have the 
potential to reduce medical spending 
growth while having either a positive 
impact or no impact on quality of care

Similar results around the world 
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DESIGN:
Refining the

building blocks

Define the population

Define included care services

Benchmark definitions

Distribution of (Shared savings)

Quality of care /Outcomes

Hayen, A. P., van den Berg, M. J., Meijboom, B. R., Struijs, J. N., & Westert, G. P. (2015). Incorporating shared savings programs into 

primary care: from theory to practice. BMC health services research, 15(1), 1-15.



PhD-thesis 
Arthur 
Hayen



1. Define the population and ACP
For which patients is the ACP going to be held accountable?

• ACP: Which provider or groups of providers is the entity you want to held accountable for 
‘solving’ your case?

• Which: What’s the basis for patient assignment?
– Disease, demographics, health care use, geographic location, combination

– Prospective or retrospective assignment?

– Patients or patient years?

Shared savings PhD thesis All-in tarief Bundled payment

All insured who were
registered with the
partipating GPs for the
entire year

All insured who are 
registered with the
participating GP, as 
determined by the start of 
the quarter

Breast cancer: 
women diagnosed with
breast cancer, excl: 
reoccurence + 
conservative treatment
Maternity care:
Every pregnant women
who uses a service within
the network



Define the scope of the model
For which services is the ACP being held accountable, and to what extent?

• Services: for what health care services can
the ACP truly be held accountable?

– Accountability implies accountability for
prices, volumes and product mix;

– Don’t let them ‘take the gamble’;

• Extent: .. And to what extent?

– Cap expenditures

– Exclude services?

– Exclude patient groups?

53%

11%

8%

7%

8%

13%

Aandeel zorgsoorten in totale 
zorgkosten ZVW (2017) - vektis

MSZ

Farmacie

GGZ

Huisarts

V&V

Overig



(continued)

Shared savings All-in tarief Bundel

Total health care 
expenditures, under
both basic and
supplemental health 
insurance, no dental
health services, and
capped at 25.000 dollar

Total GP expenditures Cataract: surgery, 
outpatient care and
diagnostic care (120 
days before and after
the surgery), 
aftercataract



Define the expenditure benchmark
What’s a good benchmark (or price)?

• Price (bundled payment, capitated fee) or 
benchmark (shared savings)

• How to set a price?
– Should be lower than the mere sum of its 

parts (incentive to lower costs!)

– Different prices for different risk profiles

• Benchmark:
– ‘Counterfactual’ of ‘challenging’, but 

always realistic 

– E.g. own historical expenditures, but 
national growth trend

– When should we compare apples and 
oranges?



(continued)

Shared savings A three-year weighted
expenditure average, 
multiplied by the growth in 
expenditures of the control 
group during the performance 
year

All-in Historical expenditures + 
annual inflation correction

Bundled payment Hip/knee: price surgery last 
year + Dutch per capita 
average of complication costs
+ other included care services
Matenity care: 9 modules 
based on prenatal, natal and
postnatal phase



How are savings/losses being shared?

• Not all APMS share savings or losses (APM Framework)
• When you underspend the benchmark, does this truly reflect

savings?
• Statistical test
• P-value: what’s the chance of observing this particular savings

result when in reality, GPs have not put any effort in realizing
savings?

• Why do we share savings?
• What happens if we would share all savings in the GP case?
• Safety net (in case of losses)
• Cap: 5% - 7,5% revenue
• Introduce ‘shared losses’ in exchange for a higher sharing rate in 

case of savings

• Sharing rate based on quality (analogue to AQC)



(vervolg)

Shared savings Sharing rate with a cap; 
savings – preinvestment costs;

All-in No sharing

Bundled payment No sharing + lifting the volume 
restriction in case quality
improves



Tying quality to payment model

• Integrating both incentives for costs and quality is what make APMs unique

• Helps in keeping intrinsic motivation of providers intact

• Reward both improvement and performance in an absolute sense

• Focus on the downside of your APM when thinking about (additional) quality indicators



(vervolg)

Shared savings Patient satisfaction, 
Adherence to guidelines, 
accredition (score based on 
both absolute quality and
improvement)

All-in Not dependent on quality

Bundled payment Lifting the volume ceiling: 
PROMS, revisions, post-
operative infections, and cost
drivers (bv: length-of-stay)



Update RIVM 
monitor 
Bundled
payments for
maternity care
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Prenatal

1. <16 wks

2. Regular (>16wks)

3. Complex 
(>16 wks)

Natal

4. Regular 

5. Polyclinic (without 
medical reasons)

6. Complex 

Postnatal

7. Regular

8. Complex

9. Maternity care 
assistance

Overhead

Outline Dutch BP model for maternity care

Source: https://www.rivm.nl/publicaties/integrale-bekostiging-van-geboortezorg-ervaringen-na-drie-jaar-en-eerste-zichtbare
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Development of IMCOs 
during 2017-2019



Gain insights in:
• the experiences with

organizing an integrated
maternity care 
organization (imco) and
working with bundled
payments

• The effects on quality of 
care and medical spending
and health outcomes of 
maternity care (Today’s
presentation)

4141

OBJECTIVES
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DIAPER
(Data-
infrastructure 
for Parents 
and Children)





Conceptueel: difference-in-differences
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Matching on level IMCOs-regional 
partnerships

45
Integrale Bekostiging van de 
Geboortezorg



Analyse uit rapport 2020
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Key messages
Bundled payment
for maternity care 
in the Netherlands

Experiences
All actors positive about collaboration
Administrative burden is an enormous bottleneck
Transition in culture not yet realized

First tangible effects
Small changes in place of births and activities
Smaller spending growth
No effects on health outcomes

Discussie
Administrative burden risk for maintaining support
How incentive translate into practice differs
Longterm effects unknown



Academisch expertisecentrum
alternatieve bekostiging in de zorg







Activities

BUNDLE

Workshops / Lectures 
Goal:
to create a common language between 
different stakeholders

In-company support 
Goal:
Guidance in developing an APM

Evaluations
Goal:
Evaluation of the designed and 
implemented APM



Current projects

Bundled payment for 
maternity care

6

5

4

3

2
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Individual 
MCNs
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2
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Other controls

Main analysis

Hospital 
delivery
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DiD estimate (95% CI)

Commissioned by: 
Ministry of Health, Welfare and Sport Source:

Scheefhals et a., in preparation



Current projects
(II)

Population-based funding for 
GPs (i.e. ‘consultloos
abonnementstarief’)

Commissioned by: 
Ministry of Health, Welfare and Sport Source:

Steenhuis et al., in preparation,  Faiq et al., in 
preparation



Current projects
(III)

Research project BUNDLE: 
a realist evaluation approach 
within 7 different APM 
contracts 

Commissioned by: 
ZonMw



Current projects
(IV)

Vernieuwde hartfalenzorg: 
aanneemsom voor
hartfalenzorg
(Rdgg-DSW)

Commissioned by: 
Stichting Phoenix



Current projects
(V)

APMs and their role in 
decarbonization of the 
health care system

Commissioned by: 
Commonwealth Fund, NYC

in collaboration with:



• Provider-led entities which assume 
financial risks are still in their early 
stages…

• Translating of provider incentives 
differs between settings

• Knowledge base is growing 
supporting the potential of payment 
reforms as a strategy toward more 
value-based health care delivery

• Joy of the workforce is too often 
neglected: design in cocreation to 
maintain support

• Real outcome-based payment models 
still in its infancy

57

Concluding
Remarks



Interested?

BUNDLE - Expertisecentrum 
Alternatieve Bekostiging in de 
Zorg:  LinkedIn

https://www.linkedin.com/company/73238888/admin/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/73238888/admin/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/73238888/admin/
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